Abstract-To select unlabeled example effectively and reduce classification error, confidence estimation for graphbased semi-supervised learning （CEGSL） is proposed. This algorithm combines graph-based semi-supervised learning with collaboration-training. It makes use of structure information of sample to calculate the classification probability of unlabeled example explicitly. With multi-classifiers, the algorithm computes the confidence of unlabeled example implicitly. With dualconfidence estimation, the unlabeled example is selected to update classifiers. The comparative experiments on UCI datasets indicate that CEGSL can effectively exploit unlabeled data to enhance the learning performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Applications such as web search, pattern recognition, text classification, genetic research are examples where cheap unlabeled data can be added to a pool of labeled samples. In these applications, a large amount of labeled data should be available for building a model with good performance. During past decade, many supervised learning algorithms (e.g. J4.8, Bays and SVM) have been developed and extensively learned use labeled data. Unfortunately, it is often the case that there is a limited number of labeled data along with a large pool of unlabeled data in many practices [1] . It is noteworthy that a number of methods called semi-supervised learning have been developed for using unlabeled data to improve the accuracy of prediction [2] . It has received considerable attention in the machine learning literature due to its potential in reducing the need for expensive labeled data. Early methods in semi-supervised learning were using mixture models and extensions of the EM algorithm [3] . More recent approaches belong to one of the following categories: self-training, transductive SVMs, co-training, split learning, and graph-based methods [4] .
Co-training is a prominent approach in semisupervised learning proposed by Blum and Mitchell [5] . It requires two sufficient and redundant views to learning [6] . In this algorithm, it assumes that the description of each sample set can be divided into two distinct subsets. Each of the subsets is sufficient for learning if there is sufficient labeled example. Then the two subsets are conditionally independent given the class attribute. Two classifiers iteratively trained on one subset and they teach each other with a respective subset of unlabeled example and their highest confidence predictions. Since cotraining requires two sufficient and redundant views, such a requirement can hardly be met in most scenarios [7] . Goldman and Zhou proposed an improved co-training algorithm [8] . It employs time-consuming cross validation technique to determine how to label the unlabeled examples and how to produce the final hypothesis [9] . In 2005, Zhou and Li proposed a new cotraining style algorithm named tri-training [10] . It is easy to be applied to common data mining application. However, the performance of this algorithm goes degradation in some circumstances and exists three issues: (1) estimation for classification error is unsuitable. (2) excessively confined restriction introduce more classification noise. (3) differentiation between initial labeled example and labeled unlabeled example is deficient [11] . Zhan [12] proposed an algorithm called co-training semi-supervised active learning with noise filter. In this algorithm, three fuzzy buried Markov models are used to perform semi-supervised learning cooperatively. Some human-computer interactions are actively introduced to label the unlabeled sample at certain time. The experimental results show that the algorithm can effectively improve the utilization of unlabeled samples, reduce the introduction of noise samples and raise the accuracy of expression recognition. But human interaction will reduce the efficiency of the algorithm. In this paper, an explicit confidence estimation for graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm (CEGSL) is proposed. This algorithm makes use of structure of sample data to calculate the classification probability of unlabeled example explicitly. Combining with co-training, this algorithm computes the confidence of unlabeled example implicitly with three classifiers and to select unlabeled example efficiently.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes graph-based semi-supervised learning. Section 3 introduces the proposed algorithms. Section 4 shows experimental and comparative results in different UCI data sets. Section 5 makes concludes.
II. GRAPH-BASED SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING
Graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm makes use of example sets and similarity to create a diagram. The nodes in the graph correspond to example. The weight of edge represents similarity that connects two examples. Graph-based semi-supervised learning problem is a regular optimization problem. Definition of the problem includes the objective function needed to optimize and regular items defined by decision function. It solves the problem by optimizing the parameters of optimal model. Decision function for the model has two properties: (1) the output label from unlabeled example tries to match that from labeled example. (2) the whole graph satisfies smoothness. Graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm uses the popular assumption directly or indirectly. The assumption requires similar labels in a small local region and it also reflects local smoothness of decision function. Under this assumption, a large number of unlabeled examples make the space of example more compact, thus it can indicate characteristic of local region more accurately and makes the decision function fit the data better.
The target function of graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm includes two parts, loss function and regular items. Different algorithm selects different loss function and regular item. Zhu X J [13] proposed a semisupervised learning algorithm with harmonic function of Gaussian random occasions in 2003. This method is a continuous relaxation method for discrete Markov. The loss function in objective function is a quadratic function with infinite weight. Regular item is a combinational Laplacian based on graph. Although a variety of graphbased semi-supervised learning algorithm set the objective function differently, they can be concluded to formula (1) CEGSL algorithm combines the advantages of semisupervised learning and collaboration-training algorithms. It uses three classifiers to perform collaborative training and compare the confidence of unlabeled examples implicitly. In order to select more reliable unlabeled example to join to training set, it makes use of structure information of examples to calculate the classification probability of unlabeled examples explicitly.
The flow diagram of the algorithm proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . CEGSL algorithm consists of following steps. First, reading examples to built a graph with labeled and unlabeled examples as vertex and the similarity between examples as edge. Then, re-sampling labeled example set L with Bootstrap to built initialized training set for three classifiers. For each classifier, the other two classifiers are auxiliary classifiers in each iteration. They classify the examples which are in unlabeled example set U and put the identified examples and their labels into a buffer. The confidence is calculated explicitly using the graph.
The unlabeled examples with high confidence are put into training set. The main classifier is adjusted until the classification errors of the three classifiers are not reduced. Finally, the algorithm is terminated. Figure 2 shows the procedure of CEGSL algorithm. The labeled example used by CEGSL is defined as
i i xy represents that the label for example i
. A large number of unlabeled example is defined as In the algorithm, step3 and stet4 keep the quality of selected unlabeled examples; step5 performs the selection of unlabeled example. When selecting the number of unlabeled examples, if more unlabeled examples are selected, it will increase the introduction of possibility of noise. If the selected example set is small, the convergence rate will be affected. After repeated experiments, the algorithm takes top 10% unlabeled examples to help the training of classifiers with better achievement. Also, the number of iterations K is set to 20 in this experiment. Since the calculation for classification error of unlabeled example is more different, this paper assumes that there is a same distribution for labeled and unlabeled examples. The classification error rate i e is defined as number of error classification for labeled examples/number of same labeled examples. Similarity S ij is defined as:
 is a constant and the RBF is used to calculate the similarity.
B. Graph-based explicit confidence estimation for unlabeled examples
Graph-based semi-supervised learning is an important breach in the research of semi-supervised learning. Representative algorithm includes Label Propagation Algorithm [14] and Graph Mincut Algorithm [15] .It uses graph to present the relationship between data, nodes in the graph present examples and edges between nodes present the similarity between examples. Then, the algorithm searches the labels for unlabeled example by minimizing the labels and the inconsistency of the graph. The inconsistency is defined as: (6) Put formula (4) and (5) into (6), the target function is expressed as formula (7) min ( , ) F Sy= min …, xy ( 
7)
To calculate the confidence of unlabeled example, formula (7) is modified to (8) min ( 
, ,
When  xy , ( , )  xy=1 or ( , ) x  y =0. The confidence for this label is ii pq  .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Four UCI data sets are used in this experiment. Detailed information on these data sets are tabulated in Table I .The data set used in the comparative experiments includes two sets of credit card data sets-Australian and German; two sets of medical diagnostic data set-breastcancer and diabetes. The experiment includes two groups. It takes BP neural networks and ID3 decision tree as a classifier respectively, the performance of CEGSL algorithm is compared with two semi-supervised learning algorithms, i.e. Tri-training and Co-training. Figure 3 and Figure 4 give the plots of the average classification error rates versus the learning iterations before the algorithm stops. The error rates of the compared algorithms are also depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . The semi-supervised learning algorithms, three single classifiers with BP neural network and ID3 decision tree are trained from only the labeled training examples, i.e. L. The average error rate of the single classifiers is shown as a vertical line in each figure, the iteration number for each algorithms is shown as a horizontal line.
In detail, Figure 3 (a)~(d) show the average of classification error rate during the iterative process when BP neural networks is used under all data sets. From the results, we may see that the tri-training can effectively reduce the classification error only in the first two or three rounds. With the further iterations, the classification error rate has a greater increasing. Since there is no effective way to prevent the introduction of noise data, the noise data will continue to accumulate during the iteration of the algorithm. Therefore, it will give a negative impact on tri-training, especially in the case of less labeled example [16] . Moreover, when the cotraining is used, the introduction of noise data can be prevented in a certain extent by using the 10 crossvalidation. Figure 3 reveals that on all the subfigures, the final hypotheses generated by CEGSL are better than the initial hypotheses. Comparing with the other two algorithms, the final hypotheses of CEGSL are almost always better after first two or three iterations.
When ID3 decision tree is used, Figure 4 (a)~(d) also show the average of classification error rate during the iterative process. It could be observed from the figures that the line of CEGSL is always below those of the other compared algorithms after first two or three rounds. But, the error rate of CEGSL keeps on decreasing when utilizing more unlabeled example, and converges quickly within just a few learning iterations. From subfigure (a) to (d), CEGSL keeps comparable with all the classifiers under all the unlabel rates From Figure 3 to Figure 4 , we may found that on all the subfigures, the final hypotheses generated by CEGSL are better than the initial hypotheses. It confirms that CEGSL can effectively exploit unlabeled examples to enhance the learning performance.
The comparative results are also summarized in Table  II to Table V , which present the classification error rate of hypothesis, the final hypothesis generated by CEGSL and the improvement of the latter over the former under 80% , 60%, 40%, 20% unlabel rate. The biggest improvements achieved by each algorithm have been boldfaced in Tables.  Tables II to VI show that CEGSL algorithm can effectively improve the hypotheses with BP neural network and ID3 decision tree under all the unlabel rates. In fact, if the improvements are averaged across all the data sets, classifiers and unlabel rates, it can be found that the average improvement of CEGSL is 5.33% with BP neural network and 4.65% with ID3 decision tree. It is impressive that with all the classifiers and under all the unlabel rates, CEGSL achieved the biggest average improvement. Moreover, Tables II to V also show that if the algorithms are compared through counting the number of winning data sets, CEGSL is almost always the winner.
In detail, under 80% unlabel rate, CEGSL has 4 wining data sets when BP neural network is used; when ID3 decision tree is used CEGSL has 3 wining data sets while co-training has 1 wining data set. Under 60% unlabel rate, when BP neural network and ID3 decision tree are used, CEGSL has 3 wining data sets respectively while Tri-training has 1 wining data set respectively; Under 40% unlabel rate, CEGSL has 4 wining data sets when BP neural network is used; when ID 3 decision tree is used, CEGSL has 3 wining data sets while co-training has 1 wining data sets. Under 20% unlabel rate, when BP neural network is used, CEGSL only has 2 wining data sets while co-training has 2 wining data sets; when ID3 decision tree is used CEGSL has 3 winging data sets and co-training has 1 wining data set. In Table II , under 80% unlabeled rate, the average error rate of corresponding improvements for CEGSL algorithm is 5.33% when BP neural network is used. It is better than Tri-training (2.0%) and Co-training (3.45%). Similarly, when ID3 decision tree is used as classifier, CEGSL algorithm not only has higher error rate of corresponding improvement for German, Breast-cancer, and Diabetes than Tri-training and Co-training, but also the final error rate (12.48%) is better than Tri-training (14.34%) and Co-training (13.62%).
In Table III , under 60% unlabeled rate, the average error rate of corresponding improvements for CEGSL algorithm is 4.32% when BP neural network is used. The improvement of average error is higher than Tri-training (2.15%) and Co-training (2.13%).
In Table IV , under 40% unlabeled rate, the classifiers get enough labeled data for learning. Both of classifiers become more stronger. Therefore, the initial error rates for three algorithms are decreased. This causes the improvement of classification precision becomes smaller. CEGSL, Tri-training and Co-training only get improvement of 3.35%, 1.96%, 2.4% respectively. Under these circumstances, CEGSL still expresses better performance.
In Table V , under 20% unlabeled rate, the original labeled data can train a strong classifier and the performance of unlabeled data is decreased. The improvements of CEGSL, Tri-training, and Co-training only reach 2.48% ， 1.46% ， 1.35% respectively. The CEGSL shows greater achievement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the CEGSL algorithm is proposed. This algorithm combines graph-based semi-supervised learning and collaboration-training algorithms. It makes use of structure information of sample data to calculate the classification probability of unlabeled example explicitly. This algorithm is facilitated with good efficiency and generalization ability because it can effectively select sample data to label and use multiple classifiers to help to perform the final hypothesis. Experiments on UCI datasets prove the efficiency of this algorithm. CEGSL is worth studying in determination of classification error rate in future work. Its applicability is wide because it does not requires sufficient and redundant views. Moreover, using statistical techniques to further identify and deal with noise data can be researched in the future. 
